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Abstract: The inner magnetosphere occupies a vast volume in space containing a
relatively low-density mixture of hot and cold plasmas: the ring current, plasmasphere
and radiation belt. Energy is transferred from the ring current to the cold plasmas
through Coulomb collisions and wave-particle interactions, producing temperature
enhancements in the plasmasphere. The plasma waves generated in the plasmasphere
cause pitch-angle and energy di#usion of the energetic particles. The magnetic
disturbances generated from the ring current alter the drift paths of radiation belt
particles, causing radiation belt ﬂux dropout during magnetic storm main phases. The
ionosphere is ﬁlled with dense and cold plasmas in a +***-km-thick shell above the
Earth’s surface at +** km altitude. Despite the distinct di#erences in size, location
and physical properties, the ionosphere and the inner magnetosphere are tightly
connected to each other. The ionosphere is an important source of magnetospheric
ions. Energy transported down from the inner magnetosphere to the ionosphere
produces observable temperature enhancements and optical emissions in the iono-
sphere. The electric coupling between the ionosphere and magnetosphere explains
features such as shielding ﬁeld, non-linear response of the ring current to the plasma-
sheet source, and the post-midnight enhancement of the storm-time ring current ﬂux.
Even though many signatures are well described from the perspective of magneto-
sphere-ionosphere coupling, there are still unanswered questions, for example, the
precise roles of wave-particle interactions in ring current loss and plasmaspheric
heating, the cause of rapid storm initial recovery, the source of O enhancement at
substorm expansion, and the causes of outer radiation belt enhancement during storm
recovery. The unresolved questions can be answered through careful cross analysis of
the observational data from the ongoing and future imaging and multi-point missions
with simulation results of large-scale modeling.
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+. Introduction
The ionosphere is a region in the upper atmosphere (+**+*** km altitude) that
consists of signiﬁcant amount of cold (+ eV) ions and electrons (Comfort et al.,
+*0
Adv. Polar Upper Atmos. Res., +3, +*0+-., ,**/
 ,**/ National Institute of Polar Research
+32/), which are produced through ionizations of the neutral atmosphere by solar
radiations and collisions with energetic particles (Schunk and Nagy, ,***). Plasma
drifts in the ionosphere are determined by the electric ﬁeld impressed by magnetospheric
plasma motions and local collision frequencies. In the topside ionosphere where
collisions are negligible, electrons and ions basically execute EB drift. At lower
altitudes where collisions are signiﬁcant, plasma drift velocity is inclined at an angle of
tan+(n/w), where n and w are collision and cyclotron frequencies, respectively. In the
ionosphere, currents ﬂow according to the Ohm’s law with conductivity tensor consist-
ing Hall, Pedersen and Cowling conductivities. Electric ﬁeld can be expressed as
negative gradient of a potential since magnetic ﬁeld is basically constant with time in the
ionosphere.
The inner magnetosphere consists of plasma populations that vary widely in
characteristics, i.e., the plasmasphere, ring current and the radiation belt (Wolf, +33/).
The plasmasphere is basically the outward extension of the ionosphere. It is often
outlined by a sharp boundary called the plasmapause, which separates the corotating
dense region from the low-density exterior. The size and shape of the plasmasphere is
largely controlled by the convection electric ﬁeld reﬂecting global magnetospheric
plasma circulation. During quiet periods, the plasmasphere has a tear-drop shape with
the tip located around dusk local time. During active times, strong convection sweeps
the plasmas toward dayside and forms an elongated extension of the plasmasphere
known as plasma plume (or less precisely, tail) (Grebowsky, +31*; Grebowsky and
Chen, +310). Almost forty years since the discovery of the plasmapause (Carpenter,
+30-), all our knowledge about the plasmasphere dynamics and conﬁguration came
from theoretical studies, ground-based or in-situmeasurements. With the launch of the
Imager for Magnetopause-to-Aurora Global Exploration (IMAGE) mission in ,***
(Burch, ,***), the global structures of the plasmasphere were ﬁnally revealed through
the EUV images of the region (Sandel et al., ,**+). The predicted development of
plasma plumes was conﬁrmed and new features such as plasmasphere ‘shoulders’ and
‘voids’ were discovered (Burch et al., ,**+).
The ring current is a population of energetic (+-** keV) ions and electrons
ﬂowing in the inner magnetosphere in the range of L shells from , to 2. Major ion
species in the ring current are H, O, He, N and He(Gloeckler and Hamilton,
+321; Daglis et al., +33-). During active periods, enhanced ring current ﬂuxes produce
worldwide perturbations to the surface magnetic ﬁeld, which are used to identify
magnetic storms (Daglis, ,**-). The ring current contains plasmas from the solar
wind and ionosphere. Ring current H is supplied from the solar wind and ionosphere,
while O, He and N are mainly from the ionosphere, and He is from the solar
wind. Solar wind plasmas enter the ring current region primarily via the ﬂanks, and
to a less extend through the cusp and plasma sheet. Ionospheric particles enter the
inner magnetosphere predominantly through the plasma sheet and then convect earth-
ward to the ring current region (Moore et al., ,**/a). During storm main phase of
strong convection, the ring current is highly asymmetric and peaks on the nightside
(Stu¨demann et al., +321; Ebihara et al., ,**,). When the convection strength subsides,
the ring current becomes more symmetric in local time as more particles are drifting in
closed paths (Liemohn et al., +333; Pollock et al., ,**+; Ebihara et al., ,**,). An
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in-depth and comprehensive discussion on the ring current sources, buildup and decay
can be found in the excellent review by Daglis et al. (+333).
Explorer I and III in +3/2 revealed the existence of energetic electrons and protons
(up to MeV’s for electrons and tens of MeV for protons) trapped in the magnetosphere,
later named as the Van Allen radiation belt (Van Allen, +3/3). Since its discovery, the
radiation belt has been a subject of active research owning to its scientiﬁc signiﬁcance
and its impacts to space borne electronic systems and humans in space. The radiation
belt populates about the same region as the ring current. Particles in the radiation belt
are believed to originate from the solar wind, ionosphere and cosmic ray albedo (Walt,
+330; Baker et al., +330). During geomagnetic active periods, the intensities of radia-
tion belt particles vary signiﬁcantly. A ﬂux decrease is often seen during the main
phase of a magnetic storm, the signature that is known as the “Dst e#ect”. When a
storm intensiﬁes, the magnetic ﬁeld produced by the ring current inﬂates the main ﬁeld.
The drift shells of energetic particle in the radiation belt expand outward cor-
respondingly (conversation of the third adiabatic invariant) and particles decelerate
(Dessler and Karplus, +30+; Kim and Chen, +331). This de-energization causes a
decrease in particle ﬂuxes since the energy spectrum slope is usually negative in the
radiation belt energy range. During the storm recovery, the radiation belt ﬂuxes
recover as well, to a level higher than, equal to, or lower than the pre-storm intensity,
seeming to depend on the solar wind velocity (Reeves et al., ,**-). The radiation belt
is also be greatly enhanced when the magnetosphere is compressed by interplanetary
shocks (Blake et al., +33,; Hudson et al., +330).
The hot and cold plasma populations in the inner magnetosphere interact with each
other. Energy transfer between the ring current and the plasmasphere causes decay of
the hot population and heating in the cold plasmasphere (Kozyra et al., +321; Fok et al.,
+33-). Anisotropies in ring current and radiation belt particles excite plasma wave
growth in the plasmasphere. These waves, in turn, give rise to pitch-angle and energy
di#usion of the energetic plasmas (Jordanova et al., ,**+; Khazanov et al., ,**-b;
Tsurutani and Smith, +311; Summer et al., +332). Wave-particle interactions are thus
important mechanisms in ring current and radiation belt decay and buildup. The
magnetic ﬁeld produced by the ring current alters the drift paths of radiation belt
particles causing reversible (adiabatic) changes or irreversible losses of the radiation
belt (Kim and Chan, +331).
Despite distinct di#erences in size, location and physical properties, the ionosphere
and the magnetosphere are tightly connected to each other through magnetic ﬁeld lines
(Wolf, +31/; Khazanov et al., ,**-a). Variations and disturbances that occur on one
side will induce corresponding changes on the other side (Schulz, +331). Certain
features observed in the magnetosphere cannot be understood without examining the
contribution from the ionosphere, and vice versa. Likewise, some interactions between
magnetospheric plasma populations have to be linked through the ionosphere. For
instance, asymmetries in the ring current particle pressure tensor produce ﬁeld aligned
currents ﬂowing into and out from the ionosphere. These currents control the
ionospheric electric potential distributions and couple plasma convection in both the
ionosphere and magnetospheric plasmas (Harel et al., +32+; Wolf, +32-). Another
crucial element in determining the convection pattern is the ionosphere conductivity
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(Wolf, +31*; Ebihara et al., ,**.), which is strongly moderated by precipitation of
magnetospheric electrons and ions. In addition to electric coupling, the ionosphere
also serves as a source (Daglis and Axford, +330) and a sink to the magnetospheric
plasmas. Figure + summarizes the major processes coupling plasmas in the inner
magnetosphere and ionosphere. In this paper, we review the progress in understanding
the interactions between magnetospheric plasmas and coupling with the ionosphere.
We then conclude with questions that need further investigation.
,. Magnetospheric plasma interactions
,.+. hot-cold interactions through Coulomb collisions
In this paper, hot-cold interactions refer to coupling between the ring current (hot)
and the plasmasphere (cold) particles. In the region of overlap between the ring cur-
rent and the plasmasphere, the two plasma populations interact with each other via
Coulomb collisions. Strong interactions especially occur between cold plasmasphere
electrons and hot ring current ions due to their comparable velocities (Fok et al., +33+a).
Energy is transferred from the hot ions to the plasmaspheric particles. The hot ions
thus lose energy and when their energies are reduced to below the ring current energy
range (+ keV), these ions are treated as lost from the ring current. The hot ions also
su#er angular deﬂection but the e#ect is minimal (Wentworth et al., +3/3). Coulomb
interaction with the plasmasphere is one of the major loss mechanisms for ring current
ions other than charge exchange loss. In fact, at low energies, Coulomb loss are often
dominant over charge exchange loss. Figure , (taken from Fok et al., +33+a) shows a
comparison of Coulomb decay lifetimes with charge exchange lifetimes for ring current
H, He and O. As shown in the ﬁgure, Coulomb lifetimes are often shorter than
charge exchange lifetimes for ring current H below a few keV, for He and O below
tens of keV. Jordanova et al. (+332) simulated the ring current development during
the storm on October +2,0, +33/. They found Coulomb collisions to be the second
Fig. +. Cartoon sketch shows major interactions between plasmas in the inner magnetosphere
and coupling with the ionosphere.
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important loss process, followed the charge exchange loss.
As mentioned above, Coulomb drag from cold plasmas causes energy degradation
in the ring current. In a simulation study, Fok et al. (+33-) found a population of
Fig. ,. Comparison of Coulomb decay lifetimes (solid lines) with charge exchange lifetimes
(dashed lines) for ring current H (top panel), He (middle panel), and O (bottom
panel). Coulomb decay lifetimes are calculated using plasmasphere density (ne)
,***, +***, /**, +**, and +* cm- (taken from Fok et al., +33+a).
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low-energy (+*/** eV) ions is intensiﬁed during the storm recovery at L,..
Enhanced +*/** eV ﬂuxes of H, He and O were developed a few hours into the
recovery phase. After , days of recovery, the low-energy H ﬂux decreases in an order
of magnitude. In contrast, there is an order of magnitude increase in the low-energy
O ﬂux with the peak ﬂux located at L,-. Fok et al. (+33-) conﬁrmed that these
low-energy ions are not injected from the nightside but generated locally from energy
degradation of ring current ions. The di#erent times of appearance for H and O
low-energy ﬂuxes can be accounted for by their di#erent Coulomb decay lifetimes.
Ring current H of energies of ++* keV lose their energies to the plasmasphere faster
than ring current O of the same energy range. After the low-energy (+*/** eV) H
is built up, they lose energy to below +* eV in a few more hours due to continued
Coulomb drag from the plasmasphere. The Coulomb lifetime for ring current O is
longer, so it takes + day for low-energy O to develop and the high ﬂux lasts for a few
days. Kistler et al. (+323) calculated the ring current ion ﬂuxes during the storm on +3
September +32., considering ion drifts and charge exchange loss. The simulated H
ﬂux at L-. at storm early recovery was compared with the CCE/CHEM measure-
ment. They found very good agreements except below / keV. Their model under-
estimated the H ﬂux at low energies. We suspect this discrepancy came from the
exclusion of low-energy ion buildup due to Coulomb collisions between ring current ions
and the plasmasphere. A buildup of suprathermal ions was also observed by Shelley
et al. (+32/) during the storm main phase and recovery on . September +32.. The
temporal and spatial distributions of this observed suprathermal ions are consistent with
the theoretical calculation by Fok et al. (+33-) as presented above.
While the hot ring current ions are degraded in energy when they have Coulomb
collisions with the plasmasphere, the energy transfer from the hot ions to the cold
plasmas will cause high electron and ion temperatures in the plasmasphere if no
compensating loses occur. No electron temperature measurement in the plasmasphere
has been made because of technical di$culties. However, enhanced plasmaspheric ion
temperatures were observed during magnetic active times by the Retarding Ion Mass
Spectrometer (RIMS) on Dynamics Explorer + (DE +) (Comfort et al., +322). Fok
et al. (+33/) calculated the plasmaspheric ion temperature during the recovery phase of
the magnetic storm on 0++ February +320 using the Field Line Interhemispheric
Plasma (FLIP) model, taking into account the additional heat source from the ring
current. Figure - shows the calculated altitude proﬁles of ion temperature at di#erent
times in storm recovery at L., *3**LT (left panel) and ,,**LT (right panel). The
ﬁgure shows that the ion temperature does not change with time if there is no heating
from the ring current. However, with the additional magnetospheric heat source, ion
temperatures above /** km increase rapidly in the early recovery phase and then
gradually return toward the quiet-time level. For comparison, the mean DE-+/RIMS
H temperatures during October and November of +32+ (Comfort et al., +322) are also
shown. Both high and low altitude data on the morning side are shown and only the
high altitude measurement is plotted on the evening side. It is clearly seen in the ﬁgure
that the observed high ion temperature cannot be explained without additional heat
input from the magnetosphere.
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,.,. Magnetospheric plasma interactions through waves
Three kinds of plasma wave will be discussed: electromagnetic ion cyclotron
(EMIC) waves, whistler mode chorus, and plasmaspheric hiss. These waves are
generated in the inner magnetosphere and serve as channels for transferring energy from
one plasma population to the others. They are important in plasmasphere heating, ring
current-radiation belt loss and buildup.
,.,.+. EMIC Waves
EMIC waves are left-hand polarized with frequencies near ion cyclotron fre-
quencies. EMIC waves propagate along magnetic ﬁeld lines, reﬂecting at the iono-
sphere and bouncing between conjugate ionospheric points. Ion cyclotron modes grow
when the ring current ion pitch-angle distribution is su$ciently anisotropic, with more
energy perpendicular than parallel to the magnetic ﬁeld (Kennel and Petschek, +300).
Magnetospheric processes such as convection, Coulomb and charge exchange interac-
tions tend to reduce the ﬁeld-parallel ﬂux of ring current ions, providing the free energy
for EMIC wave excitations. The ampliﬁcation of EMIC waves also depends on the
cold plasma density. Near the plasmapause where the density gradient is steep, EMIC
waves bounce several times across the equator and thus experience multiple wave gains
(Thorne and Horne, +33,). EMIC waves have been observed in the inner magneto-
sphere, especially in the vicinity of the plasmapause (Anderson et al., +33,; Fraser et al.,
+33,, +330). The occurrence and intensity of EMIC waves are much higher during
storms than quiet times (Fraser et al., +33,; Erlandson and Ukhorskiy, ,**+). The
active wave regions move to lower latitudes as storm develops (Braysy et al., +332),
along with the storm time plasmas.
EMIC waves cause pitch-angle di#usions and eventually precipitation losses of ring
current ions. Jordanova et al. (,**+) simulated the ring current ion ﬂuxes during the
+.+0May +331 storm, including losses due to wave-particle interactions. They found
the global patterns of proton precipitation moved to lower L shells during storm main
phase and receded back toward larger L shells in storm recovery, consistent with the
EMIC wave observations mentioned above (Braysy et al., +332). Kozyra et al. (+331a)
studied the contribution of EMIC wave-induced precipitation to ring current decay
Fig. -. Calculated altitude proﬁles of ion temperature at L. on the morning side (left) and evening
(right). Average DE-+/RIMS data in October to November +32+ are shown with the 
(taken from Fok et al., +33/).
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during the storm on ,0 November +33-. They found an additional 2 nT recovery in
the Dst index. Since the launch of the IMAGE spacecraft in ,***, simultaneous
images of the ring current and the plasmasphere have been obtained. To illustrate the
advantage of multiple imaging, the left panel of Fig. . shows the ring current ion image
from the High Energy Neutral Atom (HENA) imager (Mitchell et al., ,***) on
IMAGE taken at *0--UT on ,.May ,***. Dipole ﬁeld lines of L. and 2 at . local
times are overlaid. The Sun direction is indicated by an “S”. As shown in the ﬁgure,
ENA ﬂux peaks around noon at high altitude. At low altitude another peak is found in
the dusk-midnight sector as a result of ring current precipitation. The right panel is the
image of the plasmasphere taken at the same time from the Extreme Ultraviolet (EUV)
imager (Sandel et al., ,***). The EUV image is orientated the same as the ENA
image. The dark area in the anti-sunward direction is the shadow of the Earth.
Features such as plasmaspheric tail, shoulder and trough are clearly seen in the EUV
image. As shown in Fig. ., the plasmasphere bulge-tail collocates with the high
altitude trough in ENA ﬂux at dusk. It is possible that strong EMIC waves in the bulge
region deplete ring current ions by scattering them into the loss cone and causing strong
precipitation at low altitude (Burch et al., ,**+).
Radiation belt electrons also interact with EMIC waves through cyclotron reso-
nance. Using balloon-borne X-ray detectors, Lorentzen et al. (,***) found intense
X-ray event associated with atmospheric bremsstrahlung from +.1MeV precipitation
electrons during a substorm. They interpreted the event as electron pitch-angle scatter-
ing and precipitation caused by resonance with EMIC waves. Based on quasi-linear
theory, Summers and Thorne (,**-) calculated the electron pitch-angle di#usion
coe$cients for cyclotron resonance with EMIC waves. They found, under typical
storm condition in the duskside plasmasphere, only electrons with energy above +MeV
to be resonant with EMIC waves. The time scale for removing these energetic
Fig. .. IMAGE HENA (left) and EUV (right) images at *0--UT on ,. May ,***.
“S” represents the sun direction in both panels.
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electrons by EMIC wave scattering during magnetic storms is as short as several hours
to one day. The location of the calculated precipitation is consistent with the observa-
tion by Lorentzen et al. (,***).
EMIC waves resonant with ring current ions and radiation belt electrons cause
precipitation losses of energetic particles. On the other hand, these waves are sources
of heating to thermal electrons as they go through Landau damping. The ion cyclotron
phase velocity, essentially the Alfve´n speed, is comparable to the thermal velocity of
plasmaspheric electrons. This suggests that Landau resonance with the thermal elec-
trons is important. Since more electrons are moving slower than the wave phase
velocity than those are moving faster, EMIC waves are damped and thermal electrons
are heated by the waves. Cornwall et al. (+31+) estimated the energy absorbed by
plasmasphere electrons through Landau damping of EMIC waves. Together with
energy deposition from Coulomb interactions with ring current ions, they found the
combined heat ﬂux to the ionosphere is su$cient to drive the stable aurora red (SAR)
arcs in the ionosphere to observable intensities. Gorbachev et al. (+33,) calculated the
wave energy transfer to the thermal plasmas by means of Landau damping. The heat
ﬂux to electrons was found to be -+*+* eV cm,s+ and .+*2 eV cm,s+ for ions.
The predicted plasmaspheric temperatures with this additional heat source agreed well
with observations for various satellites. This is an excellent example demonstrating
that EMIC waves serve as media for energy transfer from hot plasmas to the cold
plasmasphere. The hot plasmas provide the free energy for wave generation and the
subsequent damping of these waves heats up the cold plasmas.
,.,.,. Whistler mode chorus
Whistler mode waves are right-hand polarized with frequencies less than the
electron gyro-frequency. They travel along magnetic ﬁeld lines or are refracted across
ﬁeld lines. Whistler mode chorus is identiﬁed as quasi-periodic, series of overlapping
rising and falling tones (Shawhan, +313). Two separated chorus emissions were ob-
served in two distinct regions: high-latitude and low-latitude magnetosphere (Tsurutani
and Smith, +311; Meredith et al., ,**+). Both studies found the high-latitude chorus is
principally on the dayside. The low-latitude chorus was observed mostly outside the
plasmasphere at all local times but predominantly in the post-midnight to dayside
magnetosphere. A close relationship between substorm activities and the low-latitude
chorus is found and it is suggested that these chorus emissions are generated by injection
of +*+** keV electrons (Tsurutani and Smith, +311; Isenberg et al., +32,; Meredith
et al., ,**+). As substorm ring current electrons are injected on the nightside, they
gradient-curvature drift to the dayside through dawn. During their earthward trans-
port, the electrons are energized preferentially in the perpendicular direction. The
resulting anisotropy in perpendicular and parallel electron temperatures generates
instability or excitation of whistler mode chorus.
Whistler mode chorus cause energy and pitch-angle di#usion of radiation belt
electrons. During the recovery phases of magnetic storms, the ﬂuxes of outer belt
electrons are often seen to increase, exceeding the pre-storm level (Reeves et al., ,**-).
Two types of mechanism are suggested to be responsible for this storm-time enhance-
ment: earthward di#usion of injected particles from the plasma sheet and internal
energization processes. Green and Kivelson (,**.) examined the radial proﬁles of
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electron phase space density using data from the Polar High Sensitivity Telescope
energetic detector. They concluded that their results are best explained by an internal
acceleration process at L/. Energy di#usion due to interaction with the whistler
mode chorus is the most accepted candidate for this energization process. Summers
and Ma (,***) developed a kinetic (Fokker-Planck) model of relativistic electrons,
considering energy di#usion based on gyroresonance electron-whistler mode waves and
precipitation due to pitch-angle scattering by EMIC and whistler mode waves. They
assumed a constant background plasma density and whistler amplitudes on the order of
+** pT. Their model is able to generate the observable increases in relativistic electrons
during storm recovery phases. On the other hand, MeV electrons experience pitch-
angle scattering when interact with the whistler mode chorus and precipitate into the
atmosphere. This di#usion loss is evident in the collocation of observed chorus
emissions and MeV electron microburst precipitation (O’brien et al., ,**-).
,.,.-. Plasmaspheric hiss
Another type of whistler mode turbulence propagates in the magnetosphere is the
plasmaspheric hiss. These waves have the same frequency range (+**Hz/ kHz) as the
chorus. However, plasmasphere hiss emissions are mostly seen inside the plasmapause
and for this reason they are named. Plasmaspheric hiss is relatively steady, persistently
seen throughout the plasmasphere. It is proposed that plasmaspheric hiss is generated
through cyclotron resonant instability with +*+** keV electrons that di#use inward to
the plasmasphere from the outer belt (Thorne et al., +31-; Shawhan, +313). The
generation region is presumed to lie in the outer plasmasphere. From the source, waves
propagate to ﬁll the plasmasphere (Lyons et al., +31,). However, ray-tracing and
growth rate calculation carried out by Huang et al. (+32-) produced signiﬁcantly lower
wave intensity than observed hiss emissions, suggesting that wave sources other than
anisotropic electron cyclotron resonance are needed to inject su$cient wave energy in
the outer plasmasphere (Church and Thorne, +32-). Lightning is another possible
source of plasmaspheric hiss. Lightning generates a broad electromagnetic wave
spectrum in the lower ionosphere. These wave transmit through the ionosphere into
the plasmasphere and experience dispersion as they propagate. Using data from DE +
satellite, Sonwalkar and Inan (+323) observed close relation between lightning and hiss
emission. They suggested that lightning-generated whistler is an important embryonic
source for VLF hiss. Recent work by Green et al. (,**/) also supports that lightning
is the dominant source for plasmaspheric hiss.
Whistler mode plasmaspheric hiss is believed to be the source of the slot region that
separates the inner and outer radiation belts during quiet periods. Plasmaspheric hiss
interacts with radiation belt electrons through gyroresonance, causing pitch-angle
di#usion and subsequent precipitation loss of these energetic electrons. The slot region
is located at L shells ,-./, where precipitation decay rates are comparatively high and
radial di#usion is weak to balance the loss. Lyons et al. (+31,) computed the pitch-
angle di#usion coe$cients of energetic electrons due to interaction with plasmaspheric
hiss and solve the di#usion equation of electron distribution function. In their calcula-
tion, they considered cyclotron-harmonic and Landau resonances, as well as oblique
propagation of waves. Their calculated pitch-angle distribution and precipitation
lifetimes are in good agreement with satellite observations. Albert (+33.) extended the
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calculation of Lyon et al. (+31,) by considering more harmonics, but in an e$cient way
such that the computation is still manageable. They found the improved precipitation
lifetimes for electron energies above /** keV and L shells greater than - are shorter than
those previously reported by Lyon et al. (+31,).
As mentioned above, plasmaspheric hiss emissions are generated in the lower
ionosphere by lightning and probably further excited by the ring current electrons. On
the other hand, part of the hiss wave energy is damped by the ring current and radiation
belt ions. Kozyra et al. (+33., +33/) calculated the energy, pitch-angle and cross
di#usion coe$cients of energetic (2* keV) ions when they undergo resonant interac-
tions with the ducted plasmaspheric hiss. Their model produced high-energy proton
enhancement as a result of energy di#usion. The di#usion timescale is on the order of
tens of days, which seems to be long but it is comparable to charge exchange and
Coulomb loss lifetimes of H at these energies. Once again, we have demonstrated the
roles of whistler mode waves in ionosphere-plasmasphere-ring-current-radiation-belt
coupling: the ionosphere and plasmasphere provide the environment for whistler mode
wave generation and excitation; in turn, these waves cause precipitation of the radiation
belt electrons and energization of the ring current ions.
,.-. Magnetic depression produced by the ring current
The magnetic ﬁeld disturbances generated by the ring current produce noticeable
signatures on both ground-based and satellite magnetometers. In fact, the magnetic
disturbances measured on ground are used to deﬁne a magnetic storm as indicated by the
Dst (disturbance, storm-time) index (Daglis, ,**-). During extreme active periods,
the magnetic depression produced by the ring current on the surface of the Earth
reaches a maximum of -**0** nT, which is about +, of the main ﬁeld. In the
magnetosphere, the relative importance of the ring current ﬁeld is much higher. Using
magnetometer data from several satellites during storm-times (Dst0/ nT),
Tsyganenko et al. (,**-) found strong distortion of the magnetic ﬁeld in the inner
magnetosphere. The disturbed ﬁeld reaches -*/* of the main ﬁeld at - earth radii
(RE) at the equator during major storms.
The drift paths of charged particles in the magnetosphere are altered by the
distorted magnetic ﬁeld, especially for radiation belt particles, for which magnetic drifts
are dominant over electric drifts. To demonstrate this e#ect, Fig. / plots the drift paths
of energetic electrons with magnetic moment +.,+*+* keV/T and pitch angle 3*,
which have been signiﬁcantly distorted by the ring current ﬁeld perturbations. The
magnetic ﬁeld is modeled by the Tsyganenko +330 (T30) model (Tsyganenko, +33/).
Input parameters for T30: solar wind dynamic pressure, interplanetary magnetic ﬁeld
(IMF) By and Bz are set to be - nPa, * nT and / nT, respectively. The Dst index,
which is also an input parameter of the T30 model, is set to be * nT (left panel) and
2* nT (right panel) to represent weak and strong disturbances from the ring current.
In Fig. /, drift paths (solid lines) are calculated including corotation and convection,
which is assumed to be Volland-Stern type (Volland, +31-; Stern, +31/) with cross polar
cap potential drop of 0* kV. Dashed lines indicate the energy of the electrons. As
shown in the left panel, electrons with this particular magnetic moment, at /./RE, **
MLT, have energy of +./MeV and travel in closed drift paths. However, in the
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magnetosphere that is inﬂated by the ring current (right panel), the same particles (same
all three adiabatic invariants) cross midnight at a distance greater than /./RE in open
drift path, with a much lower energy (3** keV). This calculation illustrates the
e#ect of the ring current on radiation belt dynamics through the magnetic ﬁeld produced
by the ring current.
It is well-observed that radiation belt electron ﬂuxes decrease during storm main
phases and then gradually increase toward pre-storm level during recovery. As dis-
cussed in the Introduction, the ﬂux dropout during storm intensiﬁcation is an adiabatic
e#ect as radiation belt particles are drifting in a ﬁeld strongly distorted by the ring
current. However, both studies from Kim and Chan (+331) and Reeves et al. (,**-)
indicated that the fully adiabatic e#ect accounts for a signiﬁcant fraction not all of
observed ﬂux variations. Other loss and source mechanisms have to be involved. In
order to separate inﬂuences from adiabatic and non-adiabatic processes, ring current-
generated ﬁeld has to be considered in analytical or simulation studies of the radiation
belt. Zheng et al. (,**-) included the Dst e#ect in their radiation belt environment
model by simply employing the T30 model with Dst as one of the parameters. They
were able to reproduce the ﬂux dropout observed during the main phase of the storm
on +, August ,***. On the other hand, a number of models and studies take into
account the ring current e#ects in a self-consistent manner. Modelers at the University
of Michigan have coupled the Block-Adaptive-Tree-Solarwind-Roe-Upwind-Scheme
(BATSRUS) MHDwith the Rice Convection Model (RCM) such that particle pressure
Fig. /. Drift paths of equatorially mirroring electrons with magnetic moment equal +.,+*+* keV/T. Left
panel shows the drift paths (solid lines) and energy contours (dashed lines) in T30 model with input
parameters: solar wind dynamic pressure- nPa, Dst*, IMF By*, and Bz/ nT. The right
panel is the same as the left one except Dst in T30 model is equal to 2* nT.
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generated by the ring current is included in the MHD equation to calculate the global
magnetospheric ﬁelds (Gombosi et al., ,**-; De Zeeuw et al., ,**.). They found the
coupled code produces signiﬁcant higher pressure and much more inﬂated magnetic ﬁeld
in the inner magnetosphere than the MHD model alone. Another technique to achieve
self-consistency of particles and ﬁelds is the force equilibrium approach, which considers
the balance between pressure gradient and magnetic stress (JB
D
p). Lemon et al.
(,**.) simulated plasma transport from the plasma sheet to the ring current using the
coupled code of the RCM and the Magneto-Friction (MF) code (To#oletto et al.,
,**+). Particle pressure calculated by the RCM is passed to and overrides the pressure
in the MF code. The MF code then computes a new equilibrium magnetic ﬁeld that
satisﬁes the force balance condition. The new magnetic ﬁeld is passed back to the RCM
to complete the computation cycle. With this self-consistent model, Lemon et al.
(,**.) found that the perturbation associated with the injection of plasma sheet ions in
the inner magnetosphere prevents the formation of a signiﬁcant ring current, unless
there is a substantial reduction of the speciﬁc entropy PV //- in inner plasma sheet.
Here, P is particle pressure and V is ﬂux volume per unit magnetic ﬂux.
-. Magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling
-.+. Magnetospheric sources of ionosphere heating
As discussed in detail in the last section, the plasmasphere is heated by the ring
current plasmas through Coulomb and wave-particle interactions. The interesting
remaining question is whether the ring current energy deposited in the plasmasphere is
transported down to the ionosphere and produce observable signatures there. One
possible transport mechanism is heat conduction along magnetic ﬁeld lines. In a fully
ionized gas, the plasma is considered as collisional and conduction is e#ective when the
mean free path of self-collision (Coulomb) is less than the particle scale height. Cole
(+30/) estimated the electron mean free path and scale height along a ﬂux tube of L
,./, assuming an equatorial plasmaspheric density ne of +*- cm- and ne B. He found
heat conduction at the equator is poorly justiﬁed but is acceptable at higher latitudes
(l,/) where thermal density is higher. It thus requires a ﬂux of electrons to carry the
heat energy out of the equator. Bounce motion is the ideal process to bring the heated
electrons from the equator to the collisional region of higher latitudes. As a result, the
criterion for heat conduction is instead determined by the relative collision time to the
bounce period. If the collision time tc is shorter than the bounce period tb, the plasma
is considered to be collisional. The Coulomb electron-electron collision time is tc+.0
+*. ne+Te-/, (Spitzer, +30,) where tc is in seconds, ne is density in cm- and Te is electron
temperature in eV. At L-, tb+.,+*,Te+/,. For a typical plasmasphere of Te+
eV and ne+*** cm-, tc is less than tb and the plasmaspheric electrons are collisional.
Cornwall et al. (+31+) proposed that the ring current energy dissipation to the
plasmasphere electrons via Coulomb and wave-particle interactions, conducts along the
ﬂux tube as a heat ﬂux to the ionosphere. This magnetospheric inﬂux heats the
ionospheric electrons and produces the subauroral Te peak and the associated optical
signature named by stable auroral red (SAR) arc which is often observed during the
recovery of magnetic storm (Fig. +). The subauroral Te peak is an enhancement in the
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latitudinal proﬁle of electron temperature in the subauroral F region (Brace et al., +301,
+31.; Kozyra et al., +320; Fok et al., +33+b). The peak values are typically in excess of
-***K and the latitudinal extent is ,-. SAR arc is formed at the location of
electron temperature enhancements. It is narrow in latitude but extends in longitude
around the nightside and even possibly to the dayside. When the electron temperature
is high and above -***K, signiﬁcant amount of electrons with energies in excess of +.30
eV exist in the high-energy tail of the Maxwellian distribution. These electrons colli-
sionally excite O atoms to the +D state. The excited O atoms radiatively relax with the
emission of photons at 0-** or 0-0. A÷. SAR arc emission rate ranges from barely
above the airglow level to several kilorayleighs (Rees and Roble, +31/). Simulation
studies performed by Kozyra et al. (+321) and Fok et al. (+33-) suggested that
Coulomb collisions alone are su$cient to extract energy from the storm-time ring
current, mainly from ring current O, to the cold plasmasphere to generate the SAR arc
emissions to the observable levels. The role of wave-particle interactions is still unclear.
The Coulomb proton-proton collision time is .- times of that of the electrons
because the collision time is proportional to the square root of the atomic mass. Ions
trapped in the plasmasphere could be considered as collisionless. Comfort et al. (+33/)
calculated the ion conductivity in the plasmasphere considering contribution only from
ions that lie inside the loss cone. Using this reduced ion conductivity in their hydro-
dynamic model, they were able to reproduce the high ion temperatures (+, eV)
observed in the outer plasmasphere and obtained substantially lower ion temperatures in
the topside ionosphere. Since the ion conductivity is low, thermal energy from the
heated plasmaspheric ions may hardly conduct to the ionosphere to cause enhanced ion
temperature there. Ion temperature within the SAR arc has been measured but in one
case enhancement was found but in another case no enhancement at all (Rees and
Roble, +31/). Therefore it is still not clear how much of the ring current energy
deposited in plasmaspheric ions is transported down to the ionosphere and lost there.
-.,. Ionosphere as a source of magnetospheric ions
The ionospheric source consists of a highly variable ﬂow of heavy ions superposed
upon a relatively steady ﬂow of hydrogen (and to a lesser extent, helium) ions. The
local H ﬂux may exceed ++*+,m,s+(Moore et al., +333) when “normalized” to
+*** km altitude using a dipolar magnetic ﬂux tube area proﬁle. The H source is
weakly dependent on solar EUV radiation and therefore on solar cycle phase, with lower
ﬂuxes at solar maximum. This results from reductions in H density in the altitude
range where free H is produced by charge exchange of O produced by solar photo-
ionization. The outer ﬂux tubes of the magnetosphere circulate on paths linking the
boundary layers, and exhaust plasma to the solar wind faster than it is reﬁlled from the
ionosphere. These polar ﬂux tubes are perpetually in a state of disequilibrium with a
steadily ﬂowing light ion polar wind (Moore et al., +333).
Somewhat deeper in the magnetosphere, where ﬂux tube circulation occasionally
links to the boundary layers (Goldstein et al., ,**,), a slower form of the polar wind is
known as “reﬁlling ﬂows”. In the innermost magnetosphere, the plasmasphere, closed
circulation traps outﬂowing plasma and accumulates it to pressure equilibrium, e#ective-
ly shutting down the outﬂow. The plasmasphere is severely depleted in O and other
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heavy ions, relative to the ionosphere. Varying solar illumination modulates electron
densities and temperatures, producing a diurnal “breathing” of the plasmasphere. But
heavy ion scale heights remain much smaller than the height of the closed region, so
these ions remain conﬁned by gravity to relatively low altitudes.
The variable component of plasma outﬂow consists principally of escaping oxygen
ions (O), typically with +* N, which we term the auroral wind. Highly variable
amounts of the molecular species N,
, NO, and O,
 escape with the O, but these
ﬂuxes are important mainly for the largest solar wind disturbances. The total heavy ion
ﬂux varies in space and time from essentially zero to greater than ++*3 cm,s+(at the
standard altitude of +*** km). Appreciable heavy ion outﬂow ﬂuxes are found only in
the auroral zones or within polar cap auroral features where electrons or ions are heated
and heavy ion scale heights increase substantially. Such ﬂows respond directly to the
deposition of solar wind energy in the topside ionosphere (Strangeway et al., ,***).
The dayside auroral zone, or cusp “footprint” is the most productive region of auroral
wind, and the most directly responsive to solar wind conditions (Moore et al., +333).
Figure 0 illustrates the gross dependence of auroral wind outﬂows on solar wind
dynamic pressure ﬂuctuations, which appear to play a signiﬁcant role in delivering
energy to the ionosphere.
The sources of heavy ion plasma outﬂows are localized and depend strongly on
solar wind conditions, but the resulting outﬂows circulate throughout the magneto-
sphere on high latitude ﬂux tubes that participate in all aspects of magnetospheric
dynamics. The large outﬂows from the dayside auroral zone are circulated anti-
sunward across the polar cap, forming a fountain of plasma that is strongly inﬂuenced
by both gravity and solar wind electromagnetism. In particular, the cooler component
Fig. 0. The observed relationship between ionospheric auroral wind ﬂuxes and the hourly average
standard deviation of the solar wind dynamic pressure. Here the long term solar cycle of
F+*.1 has been removed according to the scaling of Yau and Lockwood (+322).
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of the plasma launched upward in the dayside cusp region falls back into the polar
ionosphere, while the hotter, faster component continues along lobe ﬁeld lines to the
magnetotail. Thus we typically have simultaneous outﬂow at high altitude and down-
ﬂow at lower altitudes on polar cap/lobe ﬁeld lines (Chandler, +33/). As the fountain
of heavy-ion plasma expands along each ﬂux tube, both inward and outward, the high
altitude O density drops.
Polar ionospheric outﬂows are channeled directly into the night side plasma sheet.
The strong dynamics of this region are known to contribute to the formation of storm
time plasmas in the inner magnetosphere. However, both simple calculations (Hill,
+31.) and elaborate simulations (Moore et al., ,**/a) agree on the conclusion that the
polar wind H pressure in the inner magnetosphere is for typical conditions over-
whelmed by the pressure of solar wind protons entering into the magnetosphere, mostly
through the ﬂank magnetopause. However, polar wind protons are su$ciently plenti-
ful to produce densities comparable with the density of solar wind ions ﬁnding their way
into the inner magnetosphere. However, they are not typically heated or energized
su$ciently to become a competitive pressure contribution. Observations (Hamilton
et al., +322) and recent simulations (Moore et al., ,**/b) agree on the conclusion that
the auroral wind produces substantial pressure in the inner magnetosphere and competes
with the solar wind proton pressure contribution. This requires both strong energy
dissipation in the auroral zone ionosphere and strong circulation ﬂows in the magneto-
sphere as a whole.
-.-. Electric coupling between magnetosphere and ionosphere
-.-.+. Field aligned currents
The magnetosphere and ionosphere are tightly connected through magnetic ﬁeld
lines and the current ﬂow along them. The divergence of gradient-curvature drift
currents generated by plasmas in the magnetosphere, mainly from ring current ions,
produces ﬁeld-aligned currents that ﬂow into or out from the ionosphere. These
currents must close through the ionosphere. The thickness of the ionospheric current
layer is relatively small in comparison with that in the magnetosphere. In the thin-layer





where S is the height-integrated conductivity tensor, Fi is the electric potential and I is
the inclination of the geomagnetic ﬁeld. The ring current acts as a current generator.
For given S and J, the electric potential distribution in the ionosphere is obtained by
solving (+). The above formulation is valid if temporal changes in the driver (perpen-
dicular current in the magnetosphere for this particular case) are much longer than the
Alfve´n wave propagation time between the magnetosphere and the ionosphere. Infor-
mation in the magnetospheric usually takes a few minutes to propagate in the form of
Alfve´n wave from the equatorial plane to the ionosphere (Baumjohann and Glaßmeier,
+32.).
The ﬁeld-aligned currents generated by the ring current modulate the ionospheric
electric potential and plasma ﬂow distribution. The newly restructured electric poten-
tial is mapped to the magnetosphere along ﬁeld lines, placing a load on the magneto-
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spheric electric generator, which is powered by plasma convection. The motion of
magnetospheric particles is thus signiﬁcantly inﬂuenced by this self-consistently coupled
system (Vasyliunas, +31*; Wolf, +31*).
-.-.,. Shielding electric ﬁeld
Non-uniformity in the plasma pressure in the inner magnetosphere produces the
Region , ﬁeld-aligned current generally ﬂowing into the ionosphere on the duskside and
away from the ionosphere on the dawnside. The Region , ﬁeld-aligned current thus
produces an ionospheric electric ﬁeld that is opposite to the dawn-to-dusk convection
electric ﬁeld. This additional electric ﬁeld shields or partially shields the inner region of
the magnetosphere from the convection electric ﬁeld. For this reason, the additional
electric ﬁeld is called the shielding electric ﬁeld. When the dawn-to-dusk convection
ﬁeld is suddenly weakened while the Region , ﬁeld-aligned current remains fairly
constant, the shielding electric ﬁeld may dominate over the convection ﬁeld and
overshield the region earthward of the Region , ﬁeld-aligned current (Spiro et al., +322;
Peymirat et al., ,***). Simulation results from the RCM have shown that overshield-
ing takes place when the IMF turns northward after a prolonged southward IMF
condition, and the lifetime of the overshielding condition lasts for about +*,* min
(Spiro et al., +322). This prediction is consistent with observations of the ionospheric
electric ﬁeld at the MillStone Hill, Chatanika, and Jicamarca radars reported by Kelley
et al. (+313) and Fejer et al. (+33*).
Ebihara et al. (,**.) calculated the ionospheric potential pattern using the Com-
prehensive Ring Current Model (CRCM) (Fok et al., ,**+), with the aurora-associated
conductivity based on the IMAGE/FUV observation. They found that the overshield-
ing condition is established when the auroral conductivity rapidly decreases after a
prolonged southward IMF condition. When the conductivity reduces abruptly, the
shielding electric ﬁeld becomes strong. A dusk-to-dawn electric ﬁeld (or the anti-
sunward plasma ﬂow) is expected to exist in the region where the aurora-associated
conductivity is lower than ambient. Overshielding also happens during northward
turning of the IMF. Goldstein et al. (,**,) performed simulations by the Magneto-
spheric Speciﬁcation Model (Freeman et al., +33-) and produced dusk-to-dawn over-
shielding electric ﬁeld triggered by sudden, strong northward turning of the IMF.
They found the antisunward ﬂow caused by overshielding creates a shoulder-shaped
bulge in the morning sector plasmapause, named as the plasmaspheric shoulder (Burch
et al., ,**+).
The shielding e#ect tends to impede the plasma injection from the plasma sheet.
When the magnetosphere is not coupled with the ionosphere, doubling the plasma sheet
density simply doubles the ring current strength (e.g., Chen et al., +33.; Kozyra et al.,
+332; Jordanova et al., +332). However, the degree of the shielding increases with
increasing the plasma sheet density (Garner, ,**-). When the magnetosphere is
electrically coupled with the ionosphere, doubling the plasma sheet density does not
double the ring current strength because of the increasing shielding ﬁeld. The CRCM
simulation showed that the ring current total energy is roughly proportional to Nps
+/,,
where Nps is the plasma sheet density (Ebihara et al., ,**/). This non-linear response
comes from the intense shielding electric ﬁeld for dense plasma sheet.
The drift trajectories of magnetospheric ions are drastically skewed by the shielding
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electric ﬁeld. Conventionally, the tens-of-keV ions originating from the nightside
plasma sheet are thought to reach a minimum L-value in the pre-midnight region as
predicted by drift calculation using statistical electric ﬁeld models (e.g., Stern, +31-;
Volland, 31/; Weimer, ,**+). However, during major storms when shielding electric
ﬁeld is strong, the CRCM predicted that the tens-of-keV ions originating from the
nightside plasmas sheet reaches a minimum L-value in the post-midnight region instead
(Fok et al., ,**-; Ebihara and Fok, ,**.). Fok et al. (,**-) have shown that, for the
same storm condition, calculations with Weimer type convection electric ﬁeld produced
peak ion ﬂux in the pre-midnight sector, while the self-consistent model of the CRCM
predicted the peak in the post-midnight sector. Figure 1 shows the equatorial ﬂux of
,1-3 keV H inverted from the HENA image (Perez et al., ,**+) at *3**UT on +,
August ,*** (left panel), showing a ﬂux maximum near dawn. The middle panel plots
the simulated ﬂux at the same energy range and time calculated by the CRCM. As
shown in the ﬁgure, the CRCM produces a comparable ﬂux level and a similar local-time
distribution as the HENA invert ion ﬂux. In contrast, the simulation using the
empirical electric ﬁeld model of Weimer (+33/) gives the peak ﬂux at the dusk-midnight
sector (right panel). The post-midnight enhancements of ring current ion ﬂuxes with
energy of tens of keV are consistent with ENA observations by the IMAGE/HENA
during over +* storms in ,***,**, (Brandt et al., ,**,). The strong shielding electric
ﬁeld established in the inner magnetosphere is believed to be the main contributor of this
newly found feature (Ebihara and Fok, ,**.).
-.-.-. Subauroral polarization stream
In the dusk-to-midnight region during geomagnetic active times, very often there is
a rapid westward ﬂow in the ionosphere just equatorward of the auroral oval, called the
Polarization Jet (PJ) (Galperin et al., +31.) or the SubAuroral Ion Drift (SAID)
Fig. 1. Left panel: equatorial ﬂux of ,1-3 keV H inverted from the HENA image at *3**UT
on +, August ,***. Middle panel: simulated ﬂux at the same energy range and time
calculated by the CRCM. Right panel: simulated ﬂux using the Weimer electric ﬁeld
model. Sun is to the left in all panels. Note that the colors of the HENA ﬂux and that
of the simulated ﬂuxes are slightly di#erent.
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(Spiro et al., +312). The SAID is latitudinally conﬁned, and usually, it is about +
degree wide in latitude. The ﬂow speed often exceeds ,./ km/s (Spiro et al., +312).
The SAID is associated with a spike of an intense poleward electric ﬁeld observed in the
subauroral region (Smiddy et al., +311; Maynard; +312). The associated poleward
electric ﬁeld ranges up to over .**mV/m and the potential across these structures is
approximated to lie between + and +* kV at 0**+1/* km altitudes, according to Freja
observations (Karlsson et al., +332). Statistical studies demonstrate that most of the
SAID occurs in between +2** and *,**MLT and between // deg and 1* deg invariant
latitude (Spiro et al., +313; Karlsson et al., +332). Approximately 2/ of the SAID
are observed in association with well-deﬁned F-region troughs. However, only about
,* of mid-latitude troughs observed by AE-C are accompanied by SAID (Spiro et al.,
+313). The SAID is also observed in association with downward ﬁeld-aligned currents.
Rich et al. (+32*) observed net downward ﬁeld-aligned currents of the order of +A/m,
in the region of strong subauroral electric ﬁelds ranging up to -/*mV/m. The close
connection with the net downward ﬁeld-aligned current supports the following scenario
for the formation of SAID: the ﬁeld-aligned currents ﬂow into the subauroral ionosphere
and close through the low-conductivity region equatorward of the auroral oval, produc-
ing a strong poleward directed electric ﬁeld (Southwood and Wolf, +312; Banks and
Yasuhara, +312; Anderson et al., +33-).
Recently, based on observations of the MillStone Hill radar, Foster and Burke
(,**,) introduced the name SubAuroral Polarization Stream (SAPS) to encompass
both types of observed subauroral electric ﬁelds, the SAID/PJ signatures and the similar
feature in broader regions described by Yeh et al. (+33+). The SAPS structure has an
average peak amplitude of 3**m/s or higher and spans -/ degrees in latitude (Foster
and Vo, ,**,). Foster and Vo (,**,) suggested that SAPS is associated with magneto-
sphere-ionosphere (M-I) coupling and is caused by ﬁeld-aligned current trying to close
across the subauroral ionosphere, as same as the proposed formation mechanism for the
SAID.
It has been observed that rapid westward ﬂow also exists in the magnetosphere
(Maynard et al., +32*; Rowland and Wygant, +332), appeared to be associated with the
SAPS. Rowland and Wygant (+332) carried out a statistical study of the dawn-to-dusk
electric ﬁeld observed by the Combined Radiation and Release Satellite (CRRES) near
the equatorial plane. The averaged dawn-to-dusk electric ﬁeld shows that for low Kp
values (between * and -), the magnitude of the electric ﬁeld increases with L. This is
consistent with a simple convection electric ﬁeld model with a shielding e#ect (Stern,
+31/; Volland, +312). However, for moderate Kp values (between . and 1), the
magnitude of the dawn-to-dusk electric ﬁeld has a local peak near L-.. Then when
Kp ranges between 1 and 3, the magnitude decreases with L. These in-situ measure-
ments in the magnetosphere illustrate that simple Volland-Stern type model cannot
represent disturbed conditions. The actual convection electric ﬁeld is far more compli-
cated by processes coupling the magnetosphere and ionosphere, such as the shielding
ﬁeld and the SAPS.
-... Roles of ionospheric conductivities in M-I coupling
The ionospheric conductivity plays an active role in the M-I coupling. Equation
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(+) illustrates that for a given ﬁeld-aligned current, the magnitude of the electric ﬁeld
(potential gradient) decreases with increasing the conductivity. This implies that the
magnitude of the shielding electric ﬁeld and the SAPS electric ﬁeld will be weakened
when conductivity is high. Spiro and Wolf (+32.) found that the total energy of the
ring current increases by a factor of +.. when the ionospheric conductivity is doubled.
Using the CRCM, Ebihara et al. (,**.) investigated how the ionospheric conductivity
inﬂuences the ring current development. They found the conductivity for F+*.1,/*
+*. Jy (solar maximum condition) results in the ring current that is about ,3
stronger than for that for F+*.11*+*. Jy (solar minimum condition). The conduc-
tivity at equinox results in the ring current that is about / stronger than at solstice.
The ionospheric conductivity in the subauroral region is the higher at the solar maxi-
mum and equinox, therefore the magnitude of the shielding electric ﬁeld is weaker.
During these time periods, the plasma originating from the plasma sheet drifts further
earthward by the convection electric ﬁeld because the inner magnetosphere is less
shielded. As a consequence, a more robust ring current is developed.
The relative latitude of the auroral oval also inﬂuences the ring current formation.
Both expansion and contraction of the auroral oval from an optimal latitude is found
through simulation to weaken the ring current strength (Ebihara et al., ,**.). Meso-
scale structures in the conductivity associated with auroral precipitation are shown to
result in a signiﬁcant modiﬁcation of the electric ﬁeld distribution and the plasma
distribution as mentioned in the previous section. When the auroral conductivity
decreases, the overshielding condition is produced, causing the anti-sunward plasma
ﬂow in the magnetosphere.
The already low conductivity in the SAPS region is further reduced by the
increased frictional heating of the ionospheric ions. The frictional heating increases the
rate of ion-atom interchange between O and N,. Subsequent fast recombination of
NO with electrons further reduces the subauroral F region conductivity. The heating
also leads to a thermal expansion, substantial ﬁeld-aligned plasma ﬂow and large
depression in the concentration in the F region, known as the mid-latitude trough.
When the ionospheric concentration is reduced, the conductivity is decreased and then
speed of the SAPS is increased. Fast SAPS increases the frictional heating, in turn
resulting in the reduction of the conductivity. This self-enhanced mechanism has been
proposed by Anderson et al. (+33-). The ring current thus tightly links with not only
the ionosphere but also the thermosphere.
.. Discussions and summary
We have illustrated the close connections between plasma populations in the inner
magnetosphere and the ionosphere. Even though numerous observation and simula-
tion studies have been carried out to tackle this subject, the linkage is so extensive and
complex that there are still missing pieces in understanding the overall picture of these
coupled systems. The impact of wave-particle interactions is one of the major un-
resolved questions. Ring current precipitation loss due to interactions with EMIC
waves is often thought to be important and should not be ignored (Kozyra et al., +331a;
Jordanova et al., ,**+). However, it is not clear how this process contributes to the
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ring current loss and especially, the rapid decay of the ring current often seen during
early recovery. Kozyra et al. (+331a) included EMIC wave scattering in their ring
current simulation and found just an additional 2 nT recovery of the Dst index at the
early recovery phase of a storm with minimum Dst of +/* nT. Moreover, EMIC
waves are rarely observed in the magnetosphere at L/ (Anderson et al., +33,), where
the peak of the ring current located during the main and early recovery phases. The
relative roles of EMIC waves and Coulomb interaction in heating the plasmasphere are
still controversial. Simulations including either one of the two mechanisms alone
provide su$cient heating to the plasmasphere and produce observable high temperatures
there (Gorbachev et al., +33,; Fok et al., +33-, +33/).
SAR arcs provide an excellent display of energy transport from the ring current to
the magnetically connected underlying ionosphere. Observations reveal signiﬁcant
amounts of O (major source of plasmaspheric electron Coulomb heating) in the storm
time ring current (Hamilton et al., +322; Daglis et al., +33-). The lack of EMIC waves
in the SAR energy source region (Anderson et al., +33,), implicates Coulomb collision
as a favorable energy exchange process over wave-particle interaction. However, this
deduction is not yet decisive (Kozyra et al., +331b). Another puzzle in SAR arc
physics is the co-existence of a soft (+ eV) electron precipitation over SAR arcs
(Gurgiolo et al., +32,; Slater et al., +321). Any SAR arc energy source theory should
provide the explanation of this electron precipitation. Even though Coulomb collision
mechanism is very convincing, it is not certain whether Coulomb collisions alone will
produce such ﬁeld-aligned soft electron distribution.
As we have discussed above, magnetospheric O is a one of the key players in the
coupling processes in the M-I system. Auroral O outﬂow provides substantial pres-
sure in the ring current comparable with the solar wind protons (Moore et al., ,**/b).
O is the dominant source of plasmaspheric electron heating (Kozyra et al., +321). In
fact, O in the ring current would suppress the growth of EMIC waves and lower the
frequency of maximum wave growth (Kozyra et al., +32.). Recent observations from
IMAGE/HENA revealed important but relatively short-lived enhancements of /,+2*
keV O at substorm expansions (Mitchell et al., ,**-). It is not certain that how these
heavy ions get energized and injected into the ring current region. It may be through
direct injection from the ionosphere or energization of the pre-existing lower-energy
ions. Further observational and simulation investigations are needed to understand the
transport and energization of the O ions and their inﬂuences in coupled M-I system.
We have demonstrated the e#ects of ring current-generated magnetic distortion on
radiation belt development. Work has been done to include the ring current ﬁeld in
global modeling (De Zeeuw et al., ,**.; Lemon et al., ,**.). However, none of them
has incorporated the self-consistent ﬁelds into radiation belt calculation.
In recent years, the space physics community has recognized the need for multi-
point measurements and global imaging to monitor the coupling and simultaneous
responses of various plasma populations in the magnetosphere and ionosphere to solar
activity and to the resultant disturbances in the interplanetary medium. The IMAGE
mission, launched on ,/ March ,***, is the ﬁrst mission dedicated to imaging the
aurora, ring current, plasmasphere and ionosphere outﬂow (Burch, ,***). Later in the
same year, the . satellites of the Cluster II missions were launched, carrying plasma
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instruments to measure electric and magnetic ﬁelds, electron and ion distributions.
This tetrahedral constellation was designed to study the small-scale plasma structures
and macroscopic turbulence in three-dimensions in the regions of the solar wind,
bow shock, magnetopause, cusps, auroral zone and the magnetotail (Escoubet et al.,
,**+). The complementary capabilities of these two missions have enabled many
unique observations and scientiﬁc discoveries (http://image.gsfc.nasa.gov/poetry/
IMAGEdisc.html/, http://sci.esa.int/cluster/). At least three multi-point and global
imaging missions are being implemented and scheduled to launch in the next +*
years: TWINS (Two Wide-angle Imaging Neutral-atom Spectrometers), THEMIS
(Time History of Events and Macroscale Interactions during Substorms), and MMS
(Magnetospheric MultiScale Mission).
In parallel on the theory-modeling side, end-to-end global models have been
developed that transmit the disturbances on the surface of the Sun through the
interplanetary space to the Earth’s magnetosphere, ionosphere and lastly, the atmo-
sphere. These modeling activities have been vigorously pursued in several modeling
centers such as the Center for Space Environment Modeling at the University of
Michigan, the Community Coordinated Modeling Center at the Goddard Space Flight
Center, and the Center for Integrated Space Weather Modeling at NSF. Measure-
ments from current and future imaging and multi-point missions are vital for testing the
theories and reﬁning the models. On the other hand, theories and models would be
used to guide the interpretations of observational data and to provide assistance in
future mission designs. Combining the e#orts and strengths of global missions and
large-scale modeling, we foresee major breakthroughs will be made in unveiling the
physics that governs the interactions in the entire M-I system and their responses to the
solar wind.
We have reported results from investigations on coupling between plasmas in the
inner magnetosphere and their connection with the ionosphere:
(+) Signiﬁcant energy is transferred from ring current ions to the plasmasphere through
Coulomb collisions and produces observable plasmaspheric electron and ion tempera-
ture enhancements.
(,) Anisotropies in ring current particle distributions provide the free energy for plasma
wave excitation. EMIC waves, whistler mode chorus and plasmaspheric hiss are com-
monly observed in the inner magnetosphere. These waves cause pitch-angle and energy
di#usion of the ring current and radiation belt plasmas. The damping of these waves
in the plasmasphere is a source of plasmaspheric heating.
(-) The magnetic ﬁeld generated by the ring current during storm intensiﬁcation modi-
ﬁes the main ﬁeld in the inner magnetosphere and alters the drift paths of radiation belt
particles, causing reversible adiabatic decrease and irreversible loss in radiation belt ﬂux.
(.) Energy from the high-temperature plasmaspheric electrons is transported along ﬁeld
lines to the ionosphere and produces the observed electron temperature enhancements in
the subauroral F-region during magnetic storms. These electron temperature enhance-
ments are energy sources for the SAR arc emissions at mid-latitude ionosphere.
(/) The auroral zone is the vital source of the heavy ion pressure seen in the magneto-
sphere and this source is highly modulated by the ﬂuctuations in the solar wind dynamic
pressure as reﬂected in local auroral conditions. The ionosphere also provides proton
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density in the magnetosphere comparable to the solar wind source.
(0) The magnetosphere and the ionosphere are tightly linked together through magnetic
ﬁeld lines and the ﬁeld-aligned currents.
(1) The shielding electric ﬁeld is a result of electric coupling between the magnetosphere
and ionosphere. The non-linear response of the ring current to the plasma-sheet source
and several newly observed features in the inner magnetosphere, such as plasmasphere
shoulder, post-midnight enhancement in storm-time ring current ﬂux, are e#ectively
explained by the shielding e#ect.
(2) SAPS and SAID are typical signatures of M-I coupling, caused by ﬁeld-aligned
current trying to close across the low-conductivity region in the subauroral ionosphere.
(3) Ionospheric conductivities play a crucial role in determining the convection electric
ﬁelds in the ionosphere and the inner magnetosphere, and thus the transport and
development of the ring current.
We have identiﬁed the following unanswered issues in inner-magnetosphere-
ionosphere interactions that need further investigation.
(+) The precise roles of EMIC waves in ring current decay.
(,) The relative importance of plasma waves and Coulomb collisions in plasmasphere
heating.
(-) The exact cause of the ring current rapid decay at the early recovery phase.
(.) The source of the soft-electron precipitation associated with the SAR arcs.
(/) The sources of the instant O enhancement in response to substorm expansion.
(0) The relative roles of wave induced energy-di#usion versus earthward radial di#usion
in producing the radiation belt electron enhancements often seen in the recovery phases
of magnetic storms.
The above unresolved questions can be addressed through the careful cross analysis
of observations from the ongoing and future imaging and multi-point missions with
simulation results of large-scale modeling.
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